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THE ART OF LETTING GO

How To Get Our Teens Ready For What’s Next

“

With our
teenagers
on the cusp of
their next
big milestone
–leaving their
childhood
bedrooms
behind for
dorms, bunks,
barracks,
apartments, or
youth hostels–
it’s natural
to worry about
whether
they’re ready.

As good parents, we are plagued with doubt. Did
we teach them everything we were supposed to?
What did we forget? What else can we cram in?
How can we make sure they’re ready, because
once they walk out the door...who knows what
they’ll need to know?
And that is exactly the point. We don’t know
what our kids will encounter, and more than
likely, we won’t be there when they encounter
it. So the best parenting we can do right now is
actually to not do a ll of the parenting. It’s time
for us to give our kids opportunities to do some
learning away from us, exposing them to different ideas, connecting them with other adults,
and helping them build their own communities.
We need to resist the urge to fill the time leading
up to graduation with our own lectures and
lessons. Like tzimtzum, the kabbalistic concept
that before the world was created God was
everything so God had to contract
to make space for people, we must
do the same. When our kids were
little, we were their everything,
but now we must make space for
them to be their own people.
It’s time to release our teens from
how it’s always been and what we’ve
always done. When we give them
more freedom and responsibility,
they get the opportunity to gain
critical experiences that will make sure they are
truly ready for what’s next.
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It’s not about throwing out our whole parenting playbook. That’s gotten
us—and them—really far. It’s about giving them what they really need
right now—the room to learn without us. Here are three ways we can
help them do just that.
Joining the great debate
Disagreement can take up a lot of space in a household. Whether it’s
between siblings or parent to child, conflicting opinions and ideas can
get in the way of healthy living if they aren’t expressed or received the
right way. As parents, we often work to quell them. But as our teens get
ready to head out on their own, we need to make sure they know how
to express and support their own opinions, and respect those of others.
And, they need a safe place to do this. We need to put them in healthy
environments that are designed for this purpose.
Finding new role models
We’ve been building that parent-child bond since minute one. We want
to be theadults in our kids’ lives, the people they lean on and learn from.
For the most part we are. But not for long. The reality is, we can’t always
be there for them. There are so many other people out there who can be;
who can help them in ways we can’t. Connecting them with new adults—
people who are closer in age and experience to them—is a valuable way
to expose them to people who have more experience than our kids and,
let’s face it, less baggage than we.
Turning connections into community
We didn’t just raise our kids within the walls of our home. The synagogue
we attended, the community center nearby, and the houses of all our
friends were important hubs during their childhood, but they wereour
hubs. It was a community webuilt. The good news is, the community
we built will always be there for them. The better news is, our teens are
ready to start building their own. This starts with developing strong bonds
with other teens—not just their schoolmates or teammates, but the ones
who make their world whole for being in it. When we help them find their
people, we give them allies for their journey ahead, and the foundation
for their own community.
www.telyehudah.org
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Joining the Great
Debate
Teaching Teens to Listen and Express Opinions
It’s comfortable to surround ourselves with
what’s familiar. When everything we hear from
our Twitter feed to our dinner table aligns with
the way we already see the world, it makes us feel
good—like eating ice cream out of the carton at
midnight.
Fortunately, we’re old enough to know that what
soothes us isn’t always what’s good for us. Our
teens, however, don’t
have that experience
behind them. Between
their classmates and
teammates,
friends
and family, YouTubers
and other celebs they
follow, many teens live
in an echo chamber
that deafens them to
the true diversity of
ideas in the world.
When they were
toddlers, we exposed
them to different foods to expand their palette.
Now we need to expose them to different ways
of thinking to expand their minds. Lest they get
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out into the world and not know how diverse the discourse really is or
how to handle such differences, we should prepare them for it now.
Accepting challenges by learning
to listen
If your teenager has a sibling,
getting challenged may not be
new, but thoughtful, measured
responses might be. Whether it
comes from a college professor,
employer, or spouse, one day
your child will face a difference
of opinion that he or she will truly
need to hear, wrestle with, and
respond to—without slamming a real or virtual door.
Gil Preuss, CEO of the Jewish Federation of Greater Washington,
recently wrote, “We have to start from a position where the goal of the
conversation isn’t to convince, but rather to listen and understand.”
It’s not easy. So it’s important to give teens opportunities to practice it in an
environment designed just for that purpose. A summer activism program
can key into their interests and
push them to consider viewpoints
other than their own, while they
build relationships and have fun.
Trying on different selves
Dressing up in costumes is a
childhood right of passage. From
curiosity about how they look
to explorations of concepts like
femininity or power, kids learn a
lot from trying things on. Walking around in someone else’s shoes, cape,
or tiara even helps build young kids’ sense of empathy. Teens reap similar
benefits by trying on different ideas and personalities. Unfortunately,
www.telyehudah.org
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they don’t always feel comfortable being anyone other than who they’ve
always been with close friends and family. Drop them in a new environment
with lots of other teens,new people to get to know, and it’s easier for
them to test drive a new idea or persona they’ve been thinking about.

Arguing for the better
“The Talmud is full of argument and dissent,”said Rabbi Michael Paley
of Columbia University, “and yet it’s considered a holy book.” Paley
reminds us that debate is in an important part of our intellectual tradition
as Jews, and that debating ideas is a good thing because it helps us arrive
at something better. Pruess adds, “The goal isn’t to win an argument by
shutting someone up; the goal is to learn by not shutting someone out.”
What’s crucial is providing our teens with an opportunity to learn these
lessons. Provide a caring community where they can express their ideas
and defend them. In a summer program like Tel Yehudah, teenagers learn
not just the value of discussion and debate and its connection to our
history, but they can be challenged together and then dance together
afterwards, reinforcing how the bonds of community make it a safe place
to have those arguments in the first place.
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Finding New Role
Models
The Importance of New Adults to Young Adults
It’s probably not surprising when our teens turn
away from us or leave us out of what they’re doing.
For many parents, we’re no longer the hero or the
go-to—at least not for now. That’s fine. However,
it’s imperative that when they’re blocking us
out, they’re letting
someone else in to
help them.
In Brainstorm: The
Power and Purpose
of the Teenage Brain,
clinical professor of
psychiatry at the
UCLA School of
Medicine Daniel J.
Siegel explains that
“Adolescents pushing
away from others
is natural; shutting others out is not helpful...
it is vital to keep the lines of connection and
communication open and to remember that
we all—adolescents and adults—need to be
members of a connected community.”
We just have to accept that those adults may
not always be us.
www.telyehudah.org
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Our teens are surrounded by caring teachers and coaches, however,
these relationships may not be ideal either. They tie back to expected
measures of achievement or performance. Plus, due to policies or
bandwidth, these adults may not
be able to enter the space where
our teens need them.
Siegel suggests having “a way in
which adolescents are connected
to new adults who can help
support them in risk-taking and
novelty-creating experiences that
minimize danger yet optimize the essence of adolescence.”
Teens who participate in summer programsdo benefit from relationships
with new adults—individuals who are old enough to have authority
over them and experience they can learn from, but young enough to
feel relevant and relatable to teens. Beyond making friends, trying new
experiences, and exploring their Jewish identity,teens reap the emotional
and developmental rewards of connections with new adults they can lean
on and learn from.
Close enough to be an option
Some of us may only be one
generation away from a time when
extended families lived nearby.
When our moms and dads were
teens, many had other relatives
to turn to when they pushed away
from their parents. Unfortunately,
most of our kids don’t have the
same access to or relationships with these non-parental adults. Today, a
few weeks in a summer program where teens are immersed in “camp life”
and dependent on madrichim(counselors) is plenty of time for our kids
to form beneficial relationships.
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Young enough to be relevant
Among the key learnings of the J
im Joseph Foundation study on
educating and engaging teensis the importance of teen programs having
a young staff. Post-college young adults appear more relatable to teens—
even if just in the words they use and the clothes they wear, or the music,
shows, and games they enjoy. Simple connections provide an important
backdrop to interactions that might not exist with adults who are 20 or
30 years older than them.

Old enough to have experience
New adults pass the relevance test for teens, a shortcut to earning
respect for their authority as madrichimin a summer program. It’s easier
to respect rules when they’re enforced by “one of us,” than a regular old
adult. Plus, new adults are so, well, new, that they’re a credible resource
for what they’ve done since high school. Picking a college, taking a
gap year in Israel,finding internships, and struggling with the challenges
of adolescence are still in their very recent history, so they are a trove of
relevant experience in topics teens care about.
www.telyehudah.org
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Turning Connections
into Community
The Value of a Teen-Only Environment
Across history and geography, demographics
and denominations, one of the most defining
characteristics of being Jewish has always been
our “sense of peoplehood”—our commitment to
and reliance on being a community.

Synagogues and community centers serve as
physical hubs, but even when we lose or outgrow
them, the intangible bonds of our Jewish
community hold us together at nearly every life
stage. Seniors enjoy meals together and tour
museums. Sisterhoods and brotherhoods plan
events and serve those in need. Playgroups and
preschools teem with our youngest generation.
Our school-age children gather for religious
school or meet up at summer camp.
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But what about teens? Opportunities for kehila (community) drop off
dramatically after kids pass bar or bat mitzvah age, the point in their lives
when they might need it most.
This is the point when our kids are waking to a world much bigger than
themselves. Community can be a sense of connection. This is the point
when they start noticing society’s complex web of ideas and opinions.
Community can be a safe place to process, discuss, and disagree. This is
the point when they start imagining life outside our home. Community
can make them feel comfortable anywhere.
This is the point where Judaism, which may have always been baked into
their routine, starts competing for time with academics, sports, jobs, and
social schedules. Community can be the tether that keeps them from
drifting.
However, unlike the Jewish traditions, recipes, and kiddush cups that we
pass down, we can’t g iveour kids community. What we can do is put
our teenagers in a supportive environment where they can build it for
themselves.
Teen-only environments, like summer programs, are the birthing ground
for communities that serve our kids throughout their lives.
All teen, all the time
Living together lets them build relationships from the ground up. In
a teen-only environment they support and rely on each each other.
Parents, school friends, and teammates take a backseat so teens lean on
one another, build relationships, and grow as individuals.
Sing, dance, and play
Music, movement, arts, and adventure bring teens togethertoday.
Melodies, memories, and alliances hold them together over time. Plus,
let’s face it, our teens generally are not looking forJudaism. When they
can find itas they have fun with their friends, it becomes one with their
experience.
www.telyehudah.org
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Learning and enlightenment
Teens bring a variety of backgrounds and experiences, but coming together
to hear new ideas and consider different opinions in a safe environment helps
them try out their own points of
view while learning how to respect
each others’.
Prayer and ritual
Tel Yehudah’s Shabbat rituals
balance community togetherness
with individual choice, exposing
teens to more than what they came
with. Their prayers may have the
same words, but when teens from
all over the world come together and learn new versions and interpretations,
it builds connections to each other and bridges into Judaism.
Each element of a teen-only community is important on its own, but
together they are powerful. Teens realize they can sing and dance
together anddiscuss differing opinions about politics or Israel. They learn
that strong communities make them strong people.
ABOUT TEL YEHUDAH
At Tel Yehudah, join hundreds of Jewish teens as they take their first steps to becoming tomorrow’s leaders. Since 1948, Tel Yehudah has been the summer home
of tens of thousands of Jewish teens from across the United States and around
the world. As Young Judaea’s national teen leadership camp, we create a diverse
teen community dedicated to exploring our identities and beliefs, building lasting
friendships, changing the world, and of course, having fun. Our dynamic program
builds leadership skills and motivation, social responsibility, critical thinking, and
a lifelong commitment to Israel and the Jewish People. Located on 150 beautiful
wooded acres on the banks of the Delaware River in Barryville, New York, Tel Yehudah draws campers and staff from across the U.S., Israel, and around the world.
TY embraces all Jewish youth – Orthodox, Conservative, Reform,
Reconstructionist, secular, and unaffiliated – to create a vibrant,
pluralist community.
800-970-CAMP
www.telyehudah.org

